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Mikaya Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 211 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A light-hearted tale of a boy who gains self-confidence with the help of
some timely mentoring. Albert is short -- very short -- and he hates it. His older brothers are tall like
his father, but he takes after his petite mother. He wears too-large hand-me-down clothes from his
bigger brothers. And worst of all, his very best friend moved away to Brooklyn during the school
break. It was all so unfair. Albert is beginning Middle School on Little Scrub, the small Caribbean
Island where he lives. As he steps on the bus, and sees the older kids, he feels smaller than ever. They
take one look at him and howl with laughter, chanting quot;Little Man, Little Man, you so small, didn
t hardly see you at all.quot; Things go downhill from there, and would ve stayed down if it wasn t
for an encounter with Peachy, the leader of a troupe of stiltwalkers. The stiltwalkers do a lot more
than walk: they dance and leap across the sand on spindly eight-foot high wooden stilts, their
brilliantly colored costumes shimmering in...
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i

It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD
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